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FLORIAN KNEER
since 2008 managing partner

Managing director 
KNEER-SÜDFENSTER means industrial production in craftsman‘s workmanship. 
Our strength is not only quality, but also dependability and reliability. 
We set great score on a long and good partnership no matter where in the 

world the client is. 



Currently more than 700 employees in all plants

A total of 40 trainees in commercial 
and industrial apprenticeships

Employees 

Strong export team 



SÜD-BAUELEMENTE GmbH
Ludwig-Erhard-Straße 4
D-03238 Massen

KNEER GmbH 
Fenster und Türen
Horst-Kneer-Straße 1
D-72589 Westerheim

SÜD-FENSTERWERK
GmbH und Co. Betriebs-KG 
Rothenburger Str. 39
D-91625 Schnelldorf

At three German locations, on approx. 43,000 m² production area,
innovative products Made in Germany are manufactured.

MASSEN

SCHNELLDORF

WESTERHEIM

Locations



Noble wooden and aluminum-wood windows from KNEER-SÜDFENSTER 
convince with a lively, natural look, straight design, slim profiles and highest 

comfort. Aluminum stands for robustness and stability, 
wood for sustainability and warmth.

ALUMINIUM-WOOD WOOD WOOD-DENMARK

Windows



ALUMINIUM-UPVC UPVC ALUMINIUM

Windows
UPVC windows from KNEER-SÜDFENSTER require little care and maintenance, 
are weather resistant, energy efficient and timelessly elegant.

Aluminium-uPVC windows combine the advantages of two different materials 
and are available in all RAL colours.



High quality entrance doors from KNEER-SÜDFENSTER made of all materials 
in a contemporary design. Modern technology, innovative security and intelligent 

access systems packaged in custom-made prime models.

ALUMINIUM-WOOD ALUMINIUMWOOD UPVC

Entrance doors



The high-quality lift and slide doors from KNEER-SÜDFENSTER 
offer a seamless panoramic view and an elegant appearance. 

They can also be operated by motor upon request.

Set architectural standards not only in terms of design, 
but also in terms of comfort, with the barrier-free lift 
and slide door „SKY AXXENT“.

Lift and slide doors



Timber curtain walls are made of aluminum-wood from KNEER-SÜDFENSTER 
 inspire by generous glass surfaces and increase the living quality enormously. 

Windows and door elements fit almost invisibly into the filigree construction 
without additional frames.

Timber curtain walls



A shading system adapts to your individual wishes, to protect you 
from heat, noise, unwanted views, burglary and heat loss. 

Choose from a variety of different options.

Venetian blinds Roller shutters Textilscreen

Shading systems
for new construction and renovation



Muntin bars Window shutters

multiple access systems:
fingerprint, e-opener

Handles

extensive
locking systems

Ventilation systems

digital 
monitoring systems

Insect screens

large range 
of handle sets

Product range accessories and technical equipment



KNEER GmbH
Fenster und Türen

Horst-Kneer-Straße 1
D-72589 Westerheim
phone: +49 (0) 7333 / 83-0
e-mail: info@kneer.de

SÜD-FENSTERWERK
GmbH & Co. Betriebs-KG

Rothenburger Straße 39
D-91625 Schnelldorf
phone: +49 (0) 7950 / 81 -0
e-mail: info@suedfenster.de

SÜD-BAUELEMENTE GmbH
Ludwig-Erhard-Straße 4
D-03238 Massen
phone: +49 (0) 3531 / 799 - 114
e-mail: info@suedfenster.de 

WWW.KNEER-SUEDFENSTER.DE/EN


